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MAMMOTH LAKES FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT 

STATION 1, 3150 MAIN STREET 

MAMMOTH LAKES, CA 93546 

 

BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS 

               12 Noon, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 2019 

MEETING MINUTES 

 

 

 

1) CALL TO ORDER – ROLL CALL – The meeting was called to order at 12:07PM.  MLFD 

Staff present: Fire Chief Frank Frievalt, Administrative Aide Caroline Sanderson, Division 

Chief Ales Tomaier, Division Chief Scott Walker, Division Chief Natalie Morrow and 

Firefighter Danny Shugart.  Board Members Present:  Carole Schilz, Bret Bihler, Buck 

Wahl, Chairman of the Board Roger Curry and Vice Chairman of the Board John Mendel.  

Legal Counsel Present: Rick Liebersbach. 

 

2) APPROVAL OF AUGUST 20, 2019 MEETING MINUTES (Page 3 – 6) – Buck Wahl 

moved to approve the minutes, John Mendel seconded, and the minutes were approved 

unanimously. 

 

3) SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS - None 

 

4) GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT 

Any person may address the District Board on any subject pertaining to District business, 

which is not listed on the agenda.  This comment is provided by the Ralph M. Brown Open 

Meeting Act (Government Code § 54950 et seq.) and may be limited to three (3) minutes for 

any person addressing the Board.  Please complete a “Request to Speak” form and submit it 

to the District Clerk. – Hank Brown was in attendance and was introduced to the Board and 

staff present.  Hank is a Commissioner for Long Valley Fire Department, as well as the 

LAFCO Commissioner that represents MLFD. 

 

5) CONSENT AGENDA – None  

 

6) BUDGET 

a) Year to Date (Page 7 – 8) – Chief Frievalt reviewed the year to date budget with the 

following items comments: 

i) Miscellaneous Consulting is at $10,660 due to the Community Wildfire Protection 

Plan (CWPP).  Chief Frievalt will ask Bill Greene to do a journal entry to move part 

of that cost into the previous fiscal year. 

ii) Chief Frievalt plans to transfer some of DIF Revenue into Miscellaneous Consulting 

to account for the SCI payments. 

iii) Chief Frievalt noted that manpower costs are on track for the year and we haven’t 

seen much in revenues as of yet. 

iv) Under Certification for Apparatus, Scott Walker noted that both trucks got DOT 

tested this year, so the cost was slightly higher than last year. 
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v) Chief Frievalt mentioned that the cost of the State Fire Training modules has gone 

up, so he may have to make some adjustments to the budget. 

 

7) OLD BUSINESS 

a) SCI Status on feasibility study (Page 9 – 14) – Ales Tomaier reported that the surveys 

should be going out in the mail soon, and that SCI plans to give us updates as the results 

come in.  Overall results and a recommendation will take approximately a month.  Ales 

also mentioned that MLFD formed a working group to update the content of the survey 

information sheets so that they gave a more accurate description of our District and the 

Mammoth Lakes community. 

i) Chief Frievalt said that he felt that if we go with a parcel tax, we should be able to be 

ready for a March vote, but also noted that a benefit assessment doesn’t have to be 

tied to an election. 

ii) Roger Curry said that he felt that the MLFD working group did an excellent job 

customizing the information sheets and surveys. 

iii) Bret Bihler asked if all business owners received a survey, to which Ales replied that 

they would have only received one if they were property owners or voters. 

iv) Chief Frievalt also mentioned that he had met with MMSA Regional COO, Mark 

Brownlie, a few weeks ago to give him a heads up about the survey.  The Chief also 

offered to meet with a key group of staff at MMSA to answer any questions about the 

survey, discuss MLFD’s budget, and clarify the intent of a ballot measure. 

v) Chief Frievalt said he also intended to hold similar meetings with members of the 

local business community. 

vi) John Mendel asked if the Association had been made aware that the survey was going 

out, to which the Chief replied that it had been discussed in general terms, but the 

Association had not been given any specific dates.  Chief Frievalt felt it was more 

important to meet with the Board first. 

vii) Chief Frievalt said that he has been pleased with SCI’s work so far and feels 

comfortable that he can justify using SCI to complete the project.  Chief Frievalt 

requested permission to proceed with the second phase of the contract and payment.  

The Board was in agreement but did not vote on the request. 

viii) Carole Schilz asked when the Board should meet with the Association, to which 

Chief Frievalt replied, “ASAP.”  Roger stated that he had been having conversations 

with the Association and he believed the meeting could be held on Thursday, October 

3rd. 

b) MOU Negotiations with Association 

i) Chief Frievalt said that he had met two weeks ago with the Association.  In general, 

the Association had provided some salary and benefits recommendations, and Chief 

Frievalt said that he would come back with a counteroffer based on the current 

budget.  He also agreed to reopen negotiations if we saw any additional revenue 

come in from a ballot measure. 

ii) Chief Frievalt also stated that he and the Association were working together to 

clarify the rank structure at MLFD. 

iii) The Association identified seven comparable fire districts that Chief Frievalt 

contacted to obtain information about their districts’ resident populations, population 

surges, associated call volumes, staffing levels and operating budgets.  Both the 
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Association and Chief Frievalt believed this information would be valuable for MOU 

negotiations. 

iv) Roger Curry asked if there had been any further discussion about recouping the 

$250,000 in ERAF that goes to the local schools.  Chief Frievalt replied no, that was 

not part of the Association discussions, but he did plan to meet with Madera County 

to discuss other possible revenue sources. 

c) Drone Program update – Scott Walker reported that our group of six students is about 

halfway through the drone training class.  One person in the program, Paul Page, 

already has a drone flight certificate. 

i) Scott also stated that Paul Page had donated a drone to MLFD, and that once MLFD 

was insured, we could begin to practice flying it.  The donated drone is approximately 

the same size and has similar features to the one we’re considering purchasing. 

ii) After we’re proficient in flying the donated drone, we’ll purchase our own. 

(1) Chief Frievalt mentioned that we could use some of the $3,000 donation from the 

John Gottwald Trust to go towards the drone purchase. 

 

8) NEW BUSINESS 

a) Status of Local Ordinance and Code Adoption 

i) Natalie Morrow stated that she has been researching some issues regarding our 

jurisdictional authority.  She would like to get a determination on whether MLFD is 

able to enter single-family homes for the purpose of inspecting wood burner inserts, 

as this was written into the previous ordinance. 

(1) Rick Liebersbach said he would do some research and get an answer for her. 

(2) Chief Frievalt mentioned that the reason that a compliance timeline was put into 

the previous ordinance was that improper installations were believed to be the 

cause of a number of fires. 

(3) John Mendel asked if we could reverse analyze that argument and try to 

determine if there were particular installers who were at fault.  Chief Frievalt 

didn’t believe that we could identify which installers were at fault. 

(4) Rick said that MLFD had the authority to investigate a zoning code violation, but 

he wasn’t sure if we had reasonable cause to investigate and/or inspect individual 

units. 

(5) Natalie reminded everyone that, per the Ordinance, October 31, 2022 is the 

deadline to comply. 

ii) Roger asked if there was any language in the new code regarding generators and 

gasoline storage, to which Natalie replied that she would have to check. 

iii) Natalie stated that she hoped to push the new ordinance out for a first reading on 

October 10th and a second reading on October 24th. 

(1) Chief Frievalt asked what the requirements were for a public reading.  Rick 

Liebersbach replied that he was unsure, so Chief Frievalt requested that Natalie 

do some research. 

iv) Chief Frievalt circled back to the wood burner insert discussion and said that the 

Town would probably only enforce that section of the code if a property was sold.  He 

stated that he would like to meet with the TOML, because he feels that MLFD is being 

pushed to handle the code enforcement in its entirety. 
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(1) John Mendel asked if there was any incentive for homeowners to make inserts 

safer, like MCWD does with low flow appliances.  Chief Frievalt replied that 

swapping out a wood burner was fairly pricey, so a small monetary incentive 

might not be enough to encourage homeowners to reinstall. 

(2) John also asked if the Town could be held liable for approving a regulation that 

was basically unenforceable.  Rick said, no, the Town has immunity. 

(3) Rick commented that he did have personal knowledge that at least seven HOAs 

have started to retrofit their units. 

(4) Natalie stated that the upside of the wood burner insert discussion is that when 

people sell their homes they’re coming into compliance. 

b) Demonstration of our Community Wildfire Protection Plan (Page 15) 

i) Natalie Morrow gave the Board a preview of the layers in the CWPP map, and 

explained that the layers give us a way to assess severity zones, historic fires, 

elevation, slope, aspect, flame lengths, crown fires, rate of spread, etc.  Natalie 

pointed to the Lakes Basin as an example of an “extreme” zone. 

(1) Chief Frievalt said that by purchasing the CWPP, we have justified our priority of 

fuels reduction work.  It’s also a useful tool for public education. 

(2) Chief Frievalt also said that he had researched whether we were able to use our 

mapping system in place of CAL FIRE maps to show that we’re reducing risks by 

increasing defensible space and structural hardening, but he found out that there 

is no way to change the risk factor that the State assigns to an area.  Chief 

Frievalt feels strongly that this practice needs to be changed, and there might be 

an opportunity to do so by aligning with the insurance industry. 

(3) Chief Frievalt and Natalie think it would be useful to make certain portions of the 

CWPP available to the public, and the Board agreed. 

c) Commemorative Wall 

i) Renderings (Page 16 – 21)  

ii) Request from Jim Gandee (MLFPD retiree) to have the Fire District commit to using 

the area described as a potential future site of a Commemorative Park. 

iii) Chief Frievalt reviewed the background of the concept of the Commemorative Wall.  

He stated that he was initially approached by a group of MLFD retirees about doing 

a District historical project.  Following that, the retirees approached the Chief with 

the idea of doing a commemorative project at Station 1.  Chief approved of the 

concept but told the group that they needed to include current firefighters in the 

decision making process.  He also told them to develop a financial plan, and to 

coordinate with Scott because any project constructed at Station 1 would need to be 

“no maintenance.” 

iv) Chief Frievalt said that the retirees were now asking for the Board’s commitment to 

using the west side of Station 1 for the commemorative project. 

(1) John Mendel asked what was being done with that area now, to which Chief 

Frievalt said that it’s simply landscaped in the summer and provides snow 

storage in the winter.  Scott commented that it was not our major snow storage 

site. 

(2) John Mendel commented that the concept of a Commemorative “Park” had gone 

well beyond what he considered to be a reasonable project. 
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(3) Roger Curry asked where the funding for the project would come from.  Chief 

Frievalt replied that he wasn’t sure.  Roger said he believed that there were more 

important things that MLFD needed to pay for. 

(4) John Mendel stated that he was in favor of dedicating the space but suggested 

that the group be given a timeline for completing the project.  He didn’t believe 

the area should be reserved for the retirees indefinitely.  Chief Frievalt agreed.  

He also said that they should be given a timeframe to show that they were indeed 

beginning to raise funds for the project. 

(5) Chief Frievalt said that this is an important time to show that MLFD’s budgeting 

and finances are sustainable.  A project like this could send mixed messages to 

the community while we’re trying to raise money for wages, staffing and facilities. 

(6) Roger and John both suggested that perhaps the project didn’t need to be at the 

fire station.  Perhaps it could be located on a community bike path or at a park.  

Ales Tomaier didn’t believe the retirees would be agreeable to this suggestion, 

and advised that we be delicate in our approach. 

(7) Bret Bihler agreed that the retirees were asking for a bit much, and he referred 

back to the simplicity of the Walker Fire memorial/monument. 

(8) Carole Schilz agreed with Bret, but also suggested that the site be a seating area, 

possibly with a bench. 

(9) John Mendel felt that the Board needed to tell the retirees that they could not 

commit to dedicating the space a project of this scope. 

(10) Ales Tomaier reminded the group about the idea of a paver project, like 

the skate park’s.  He suggested starting with one central paver with historical 

details about the District, and then each retired firefighter and his/her family 

could purchase personalized pavers to add to the surrounding area. 

(11) Chief Frievalt recapped the discussion by stating that he would tell the 

retirees that the Board did not want to commit that space to this particular 

design, but that the Board does support a commemorative project on the property 

at Station 1. 

d) FY 18-19 Audit to begin 10/16/19 – Chief Frievalt notified the Board that Don Cole was 

beginning the FY 18-19 financial audit. 

e) CAL FIRE Model 34 Tag On 

i) Scott Walker reported that he and Gilbert Lucero were going to look at one of the 

CAL FIRE Model 34 specs in Reno on October 2nd. 

ii) Scott said that the new unit would be a replacement for 3334, which is due to be 

replaced this year.  He believes that the Model 34 will give MLFD a rig that’s bigger 

than a squad truck and can hold more water. 

iii) Scott stated that tagging on to a government contract is the most inexpensive way to 

purchase the unit.  This particular contract is limited to California agencies only and 

the rig will cost MLFD around $320,000.  Scott also said that he reviewed our 

repair/replacement schedule and the new unit wouldn’t have any drastic effects on 

our reserves. 

iv) John Mendel asked if there would be any recovery on our existing equipment.  Scott 

wasn’t sure. 

v) Scott said that the new unit would arrive approximately one year after placing the 

order. 
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vi) Scott requested approval to send a purchase order for the new rig. 

vii) John Mendel moved to approve initiating a PO, Carole seconded the motion, and the 

Board unanimously approved. 

f) Canon Financial Services/ABM Lease Agreement (Page 22 – 31)  

i) Caroline Sanderson stated that our lease agreement on the two printer/copiers at 

Station 1 was terminating at the end of October, and presented an overview of a new 

lease agreement from American Business Machines and Canon. 

ii) Caroline stated that she had gone through the informal bidding process, and no other 

companies would agree to service our area.  She provided emails from three separate 

companies confirming this. 

iii) Caroline additionally reported that a new lease would not only give us two new 

printers with increased functionality, but that the monthly service cost would also be 

lower. 

iv) Roger Curry moved to approve the new 5-year lease, Buck Wahl seconded the motion 

and the Board unanimously approved. 

 

9) REPORTS, REQUESTS, AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR BOARD REVIEW 

 

10) DISTRICT CHIEF COMMENTS 

a) Radio Repair – new support following Bob Rook’s correspondence (Page 32 – 33) – 

Chief Frievalt complimented Bob Rooks on identifying a radio antenna issue, and for 

working closely with BK Technologies to improve support to MLFD. 

b) Meeting with Madera County, Mono County, TOML, MLFPD, USFS, USPS – Chief 

Frievalt plans to visit Reds Meadow along with CAL FIRE Chief Mike van Loben Sels.  

He said that MLFD may have to pursue an agreement with Madera County through CAL 

FIRE. 

c) Upcoming meeting with CAL FIRE Madera County Fire Chief – See agenda item 10b. 

d) Meeting with MMSA – Mark Brownlie 

i) Chief Frievalt discussed a hope to share ski patrol personnel with MMSA.  He would 

like to see more of them join MLFD, and “switch hats” if there was an incident at the 

ski area.  Mark Brownlie was agreeable to the idea and said he would follow up with 

MMSA’s Human Resources Department. 

e) SCE Public Safety Power Shut-Off  Resource Maps - 

https://monocounty.ca.gov/prepared/psps  (Page 34) 

i) Chief Frievalt reported that he had requested circuit maps from SCE so that we 

would have a better idea about the repercussions of potential outages.  He presented 

the public access version of the map on the Mono County website. 

ii) Chief Frievalt also added that Mono County IT Director, Nate Greenberg, had a 

more detailed version of the circuit map for emergency response personnel.  Chief 

Frievalt and Ales Tomaier have that version on their phones. 

iii) Buck Wahl asked the Chief if he had any additional information on the phones all 

going down during the PSPS.  Chief replied that he was planning to meet with AT&T 

and FirstNet. 

iv) Ales noted that a positive impact of this first PSPS event was that it got everyone 

collaborating on future solutions. 

 

https://monocounty.ca.gov/prepared/psps
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11) BOARD MEMBER COMMENTS – None 

 

12) LEGAL COUNSEL ADVICE – None 

 

13) MLFPD FIREFIGHTER ASSOCIATION COMMENTS – None  

 

14) ANNOUNCEMENTS – None 

 

15) ADMINISTRATIVE BUSINESS – Caroline announced that the next Board Meeting was 

scheduled for November 5th at noon, and that she would follow up with a meeting invitation. 

 

16) CLOSED SESSION – The Closed Session began at 2:15PM and adjourned at 2:32PM. 

a) MOU Negotiations – No action taken. 

b) Grindelwald Fire Incident Investigation – No action taken. 

 

17) ADJOURNMENT – The regular meeting adjourned at 2:10PM and the Closed Session 

adjourned at 2:32PM. 


